
Your educational resource library for demand side response, energy technology 
and the wider energy market. 

GridBeyond Academy

GridBeyond are proud members of the Continued Professional Development (CPD) Certification Service.
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GridBeyond believes that education leads to better, more informed business decisions.  
We recognise that energy systems are rapidly changing, which is why our academy simplifies complex 
energy topics to ensure clarity and accessibility for all. The GridBeyond Academy is intrinsically linked to our 
core values, to empower industries and large energy users to take control of their energy consumption and 
provide instrumental services to the balancing of the electricity network.

What is the 
GridBeyond Academy?

CPD Accredited
Many of our resources are CPD 
accredited, which assures high 
quality educational content and 
provides attendees and readers 
with accredited CPD hours and 
certificates for their portfolio.

The GridBeyond Academy is an 
educational library with resources 
ranging from whitepapers, guides 
and insight blogs, through to live 
and recorded webinars, seminars 
and podcasts, as well as reports, 
briefings and statements on current 
energy market affairs. Resource 
levels vary from introductory/
beginner, through to intermediate 
and advanced, for every level of 
understanding. 

The GridBeyond Academy trains 
professionals to understand energy 
consumption, new technologies, 

the changing energy landscape, 
assets for demand side response 
participation, energy cost 
saving opportunities, flexibility 
opportunities and innovative ways 
of reaching sustainability goals. 

We ensure that the resources 
are useful across a number of 
roles, from energy managers 
to operations and finance 
professionals, MDs to engineers, 
and those simply interested 
in enhancing their business 
profitability.
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"GridBeyond believes that education leads to better, 
more informed business decisions."



Our resources are of a high quality standard thanks to the expertise of the authors, presenters and 
contributors. Just a few of our regular contributors include...
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Created, developed & 
presented by experienced 
energy experts

Michael Phelan
CEO & Co-Founder
Michael is a DSR pioneer and is in high demand across the UK, Ireland and mainland 
Europe to speak about GridBeyond’s advances in energy and DSR tech. When Michael 
founded the business back in 2007, the market was a very different place. Michael has 
led the direction and evolution of the business from wireless sensors and metering, to the 
intelligent technology and expertise led demand side response business you see today. 
With Michael at the helm, GridBeyond has continuously anticipated the market, putting 
clients ahead of the game and optimising their energy for the best available return on 
their participation. 

Wayne Muncaster
Managing Director UK
Wayne has over 20 years' experience in the energy sector. Since starting with British 
Gas in the 90's, Wayne has seen the energy landscape change significantly and is 
ideally placed to provide advice and education on this complex market. With the influx 
of renewable energy and with National Grid requiring the help of technologically 
advanced aggregators and large energy consumers to ensure the UK can reach it’s 
green goals, Wayne’s invaluable knowledge and expertise have secured him a spot as 
one of the industry’s authoritative voices on the topic.

Padraig Curran
CTO & Co-Founder
Padraig is the technological brain behind GridBeyond’s intelligent energy platform. His 
experience in wireless sensing and control technology combined with his development 
of many smart-grid energy optimisation solutions is outstanding in the market. 
GridBeyond’s dynamic sub-millisecond responses, machine learning technologies 
and complex algorithms are the result of Padraig and his team’s tireless commitment to 
evolving the unique technology platform.

Eamonn Bell
Head of Market Strategy
Eamonn is the Head of Market Strategy at GridBeyond. His background in energy 
markets, policies and regulations spans nine years. With qualifications in physics and 
environmental technology, and having worked for aggregators and trade bodies, 
Eamonn is arguably one of the best placed individuals to explain the intricacies of the 
market, and to simplify and clarify this complex part of the energy industry.



Breaking 
down barriers

Start learning 
today
Access our exclusive resources by visiting the 
academy section of our website. 

Learn about energy consumption, new 
technologies, the changing energy landscape, 
assets for demand side response participation, 
energy cost saving opportunities, flexibility 
opportunities and innovative ways of reaching 
sustainability goals. Access: 

  Whitepapers & Guides

 
  Webinars & Seminars (recorded & live)

 
  Podcasts & Soundbites

 
  Insight blogs

 
  Briefings, Reports & Statements

The GridBeyond Academy tackles the uncertainty 
some industries have around demand side 
response head-on through education. We have 
discovered that most frustrations and confusion 
in these areas derive from a lack of information, 
or conversely through an overload of conflicting 
information. 

As proud members of a number of industry 
federations, we keep up to date on the energy 
issues that matter. The knowledge we gain from 
speaking with members, attending events and 
taking part in seminars has enabled us to develop 
webinars and resources for those working both 
within and outside of these industries.

www.gridbeyond.com/gridbeyond-academy
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